The Mathematics GTA Training Program has reserved both 144 and 145 Monday, August 24, 2020 through Friday, December 11, 2020.

- (lab component should not appear in KSIS) MATH 199 meets in Cardwell 122 and occasionally in CW 144-145
- Math Help Session Hours are for MATH 100, 340, 551.  See Lab Schedule posted at CW 144.
- Math 572, Foundations of Geometry may meet in CW 145, Mondays and Wednesdays, sometimes during the semester
- Math 222 Lab Review 8-10PM
- Math 715 as needed by the instructor
- Math 801 may occasionally meet on Wednesdays in Cardwell 145 at the instructors discretion.
- Math 821 may occasionally meet on Thursday in Cardwell 145 at the instructors discretion.